
Part I
Thai Economy in 2004
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 Chapter 1 Overview of Thai and Other Major Economies

1.1 The 2004 Gross Domestic Product

Thailandûs GDP reached the value of THB 6,576.83 million in 2004, posting a 6.1

percent real GDP growth (at constant 1988 price), decelerating from 6.9 percent of

the previous year, but was still strong compared to other Asian economies.

Manufacturing and services continued to be the countryûs top contributors,

accounting for 35.2 percent and 31.3 percent of the GDP respectively. Overall value

of the non-agricultural sector grew to THB 5,925.20 million, an overwhelming 90.1

percent of the GDP (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1  Structure of Thai Gross Domestic Product in 2004
(Unit : THB Million)

Source: Office of the National Economic and Social Development Board

Closer inspection reveals considerable variation in growth rate between sectors.

Industrial growth was retained at 8.4 percent, slower than the 10.4 percent in 2003.

Agriculture began to contract in the first quarter when many areas were affected
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by drought. On the contrary, other sectors, especially finance, rose sharply in the

final quarter due to expanding commercial banks credit and decreasing

non-performing loans. In addition, the construction sector registered a 12.7 percent

growth, obviously exceeding that of the earlier year. Hotels and restaurants also

showed a significant gain due to the increasing number of tourists, especially in

the second and third quarters.

Table 1.1  2004 Economic Growth by Sector (Y-O-Y, %)

Source: Office of the National Economic and Social Development Board

In 2004, the Thai economy maintained its momentum underpinned by government

and private investment which continued to expand at a considerably high rate

since 2002. Trade balance registered a USD 1.7 billion surplus, significantly lower

than in 2003. Export value expanded well in line with higher export prices. The

value of export grew but export volume posted a slower growth than the previous

year because of the decline in frozen chicken export and shrimp export during the

investigation of anti-dumping duties on Thai shrimp export to the US, and the slow

down in the export of circuit boards in the second half of the year. On the contrary,
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the volume of import accelerated at a faster rate than export and registered a

significant growth over the previous year. This high import value was due mainly

to the increasing demand of capital goods for investment expansion, the demand

for intermediate and raw materials to produce capital goods, and the demand on

consumption goods to serve domestic and international markets. The value of

import of crude oil also rose sharply in line with the hiking oil prices in global

market.

Table 1.2  Thai economic indicators 2004

Source: Office of the National Economic and Social Development Board, June 6, 2005
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Table 1.3  Industrial indices 2004

Source: The Office of Industrial Economics (2000 basis, not seasonally adjusted)

Figure 1.2 Industrial Indices in 2004

Source: The Office of Industrial Economics

In the industrial manufacturing sector, a monthly survey conducted by the Office of

Industrial Economics, Ministry of Industry, showed the 2004 Production Indices to
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exceed that of the previous year for both the Manufacturing Production Index

weighted by added value and the Manufacturing Production Index weighted by
product value. Concerning industrial labor, the Industrial Productivity Index was

higher than the 2003 average, showing trend of monthly gain, especially in the last

quarter of 2004. Capacity utilization also had a moderately higher average compared
to the previous year. The industries with outstanding rise in production index and

capacity utilization included manufacturing of motor vehicles, motorcycle, cement,

concrete products, cement and plaster, non-refractory construction products of earths,
products of petroleum distillation, non-alcoholic beverages including drinking water,

electronic tubes and other electronic parts, soap; detergent, and other chemicals for

cleaning and polishing, tire and inner tube, tire retreading and maintenance,
general purposes machine, and electrically insulated wire and cables. On the other

hand, those with significantly lower Productivity Index and capacity utilization

included manufacturing of meat and processed meat products, animal fodder, and
textile products (excluding garments).

1.2 World Economy

World economy showed a strong growth in the first half of 2004 but began to slow

down in the latter half, especially in major economies including the US, the EU, and

Asian countries. This was due to rising oil prices, increasing interest rates, and
tightened fiscal policy aiming at reducing pressure on prices and maintaining a

more stable pace of economic growth. However, overall growth of world economy

still posted an impressive 4.6 percent, higher than in 2003, owing to apparently
stronger growth in the US, Europe, South Korea, Taiwan, Japan, Singapore, and

Malaysia. Every country needed to respond to changing economical, social, and

political conditions. Therefore, the next step to take should be negotiation and
development of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements. These Free Trade

Agreements, and the World Trade Organization, will hold significant roles in

building business partnership, establishing manufacturing network, and
encouraging international investment.
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Table  1.4 Major Economiesû Economic Growth

Source: National Economic and Social Development Board

(a compilation based on government agenciesû figures and selected sourcesû averages)
1/ started May 1st, 2004

1.3 The US Economy

Despite the ùTwin Deficitsû where the US was facing government budget deficit and
current account deficit at the same time, its economy had a sturdy growth of 4.4
percent, higher than 3.0 percent the previous year. This resulted from the low
interest rate policy which encouraged private spending. Private investment continued
to expand owing to better business sentiment, and the US electronics circle began
to pick up. Still, under the pressure of the 5.5-6.5 percent inflation, 2.0 percent
average unemployment rate, increasing household debt, and weaker dollar, the
Federal Reserves Bank raised the Fed fund rate 5 times in 2004, to 2.25 percent at
the end of the year, causing interest rates in other regions to increase in response.
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1.4 Asian Countries Economy

In 2004, Asian countries experienced a healthy growth underpinned by robust

domestic consumption, investment, and export. Therefore, despite the signs of

slowing down that occurred in the latter half of the year, many economies were

able to register higher growth rates than 2003, including South Korea, Taiwan,

Hong Kong, the Philippines, Indonesia, and Malaysia. Meanwhile, many countries

also experienced pressures from inflation caused by rising oil prices and increasing

transportation costs, while demands for goods and services remained high.

The Chinese Economy: The continued growth at a strong 9.4 percent annual rate

prompted the government to impose a range of macroeconomic control measures

to prevent overheating. Investment was slowed down particularly in the iron, motor

vehicles, and construction industries. Still, foreign capital inflows which remained

buoyant were a major driver for economic growth. Industrial manufacturing production

and export still enjoyed a higher growth rate in 2004. The yearûs import value of

USD 561.38 billion and USD 593.36 billion of export grew by 35.4 percent and 36.0

percent respectively, creating a USD 31.98 billion trade surplus. Chinaûs major trading

partners were the US, EU, and Hong Kong. Mechanical and Electrical Machinery

was the countryûs top export, accounting for as much as 54.5 percent of its overall

export.

Japanese Economy: Japan still experienced a slow growth underpinned by private

consumption. Improvement of labor efficiency caused the wages to rise, but private

investment still enjoyed good business sentiment, and inflation was kept at a low

rate. Despite the economyûs positive signs, Japanûs deflation was still far from over.

Increasing oil prices would inevitably affect further recovery. The majority of

investors still doubted that the recovery could sustain. This resulted in the next

yearûs forecast that, compared to other economies, Japan would have a very low

growth rate.




